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Theoretical Plasma Physics at FZJ - IEK-4
Controlled Nuclear Fusion


















Theoretical Plasma Physics at IEK-4
Divertor Tokamak - Edge and Scrape-Off Layer Physics


















Theoretical Plasma Physics at IEK-4
Stellarator - Edge and Scrape-Off Layer Physics
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Theoretical Plasma Physics at FZJ - IEK-4
Framework of physical models and research:
Non-relativistic
No quantum mechanical effects (except atomic processes)
Plasma as a classical gas of charged particles
Kinetic theory
Fluid theory
Heavy use of numerical approaches



















Boltzmann equation and Fokker-Planck equation
∂f
∂t
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(Dij f ) Fokker-Planck



















Braginskii’s equation for plasma dynamics
dn
dt










= −∇ · q−P :∇v −Q
Maxwell’s equations for electrodynamics
∇ ·B = 0 , ∇×B = µ0 J , 0∇ ·E = ρ , ∇×E = −∂B
∂t

























































Geometrical details of magnetic fields and devices
Numerical approaches for multi-scale problems
Simulation runs at the limit of modern computers
Still several unknowns in underlying models
-
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used for linear kinetic problems, Fokker-Planck type fluid problems in
complex geometry
Finite differences and finite volumes
used for fluid dynamics in smooth geometry, turbulence
MPI parallelization
used for all approaches
Semi-Analytical methods
for several basic questions


















Plasma Transport in 3D configurations
3D, stationary fluid model
coupled to kinetic model for neutrals
linear Monte Carlo code EMC3-EIRENE
experiment-modeling comparison for the
stellarator Wendelstein 7-X
next step: self-consistent calculation of el.
fields, comparison to spectroscopic data,
synthetic diagnostics
























































Laser Diagnostics and Plasma Response


















Laser Diagnostics and Plasma Response




































































































































Reaction-Diffusion Modeling for Materials
hydrogen in crystalline materials:
implantation, diffusion, trapping,
desorption
multiple hydrogen atoms per trap site
and hydrogen accumulation on the
surface accounted for





hydrogen (deuterium) from tungsten
and beryllium after ion beam or plasma
irradiation
interpretation of real desorption
experiments based on ab-initio (DFT)
data and hydrogen transport models


















Trace Impurity Transport in Edge Plasmas
3D, stationary, Fokker-Planck model for
ions
linear Monte Carlo code EIRENE
trace impurity dynamics in 3D
configurations (W7-X)
next steps: variational symplectic

































































Neutral transport and engineering applications





simulations of neutral particles
on fixed plasma
EIRENE: FZJ in house legacy
code
Present: Erosion and deposition
balance on the diagnostic
components
Next: Mitigation of deposition by
gas flow
































































































Fundamentals in Global Dynamics
Movie of PSI-2 intermittencies
Relevance for PWI



















mathematical methods for many-body systems
improved description of solid state physics
for plasma-surface interaction
multiscale and multiphysics approaches
for fluids and solid state system
simplified models for complex/turbulent transport phenomena
(diffusion models, Langevin equation, ...)
hybrid particle-fluid methods
efficient numerical methods and algorithms
for solving PDEs (Monte Carlo, finite difference/volume)
massive parallelization of computer codes
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